
 H
eading south during July and August, the 
temperature still doesn’t feel like summer, 
but compared to May and June, at least we 
don’t have to heat the boat any more and 
can leave our warm sailing jackets in the 
locker. Once in a while, we can even brave 
shirt sleeves. 

Like the weather, the landscape 
continues to change. The high and jagged mountains of northern 
Norway are replaced by smaller rock formations giving shelter 
to scenic villages in deep-cut valleys, and we’re seeing more and 
more greenery; the 50 shades of northern grey are receding. 

One of the places we left to visit on our return is Skudeneshavn, 
our last stop before reaching Stavanger. This picturesque former 
fishing village has a small hidden harbour surrounded by 
bright white wooden houses. To us, they look like dolls’ houses, 
and wherever you look you see wonderful panoramas, so the 
photographer in me has to work overtime. Skudeneshavn has 
taken the coveted spot of most beautiful harbour on our journey. 

The wind freshens up again so we’re happy to have just a short 
open passage to Stavanger. Some places deserve a second chance, 
or in other words, need to be seen in sunshine, before you make 
your final verdict. Stavanger benefits a lot from our second viewing, 
but only up to the day of our departure when the heavy rain comes 
again. It’s here our last guests to visit us in Norway leave; we’ll now 
be on our own again for quite a while. 

Since the winds are low and only forecast to increase, late in the 
afternoon we put out to sea, heading south-east along the south 
Norwegian coastline to Flekkefjord. The day is a textbook example 
of how a day at sea should be – the water is like a looking glass and 
we quietly glide past the islands of Hidra and Andabeløy in the 
protected Flekkefjord, looking forward to berthing by the small 
swing bridge over the River Loia at the town’s centre. We felt very 
welcome here on our way north and, like last time, the weather 
keeps us here for two more days. While the skies are as blue as you 
can imagine, the south-easterly winds blow very strongly and stir 
up the sea around the quite exposed South Cape lying ahead of us. 

At first, we had thought the name South Cape was something 
we’d made up, but similar to the West Cape, these are actually 
official terms. While the most southern point of Norway at 
57°58´95´´N and 07°02´80´´E can’t match the myth of the North 
Cape, the whole area around the South Cape is well worth a visit, 
especially to see the Lindesnes lighthouse and the lovely, protected 
village of Korshavn on the narrow passage between the islands of 
Revøy and Kjøpsøy. 

As the wind speed finally starts to drop, we move into the pretty 
and almost deserted harbour of Rasvåg on Hidra Island to be in a 
good position for rounding the South Cape the following morning. 
After waking early, the sea is still lumpy, but the fisherman are out 
again and we even meet two sailboats passing by with the wind 
from behind. We get a lot of water over the bow and are relieved 
to make it to the next protected passage from Lillehavn. It’s in 
bright sunshine we reach Mandal, Norway’s most southern town 
and our last Norwegian harbour before crossing the Skagerrak. 

Before we leave Norway there are two things we must attend to. 
In the UEFA league, our home team, Borussia Dortmund, has been 
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drawn against Odds BK in Norway. The Skien stadium may be 
140 miles and three hours away by car, but this is no obstacle for 
a hardcore supporter like myself. So on our last night in Norway, 
we watch an unbelievable spectacle as Borussia come back to win 
4-3 having been 0-3 down. 

The second thing that requires our attention is our departure 
from Norway. After our experiences with customs and police on the 
Lofoten Islands, we want to do everything right this time. So first of 
all we look for the customs office, but soon learn there is no customs 
clearance in Mandal. So as back-up, we want at least a confirmation 
from the police that we are okay to leave the country. At the local 
station, it takes us some time to explain our wishes before they tell 
us we are the first to make such a request. 

However, they’re very helpful and find an officer who can offer 
assistance. He digs out three stamps from styrofoam boxes that look 
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as if they haven’t been used in a few years, 
looks at them as if he’s seeing them for 
the first time, then stamps and signs the 
immigration document we received in 
Lofoten, since there is no other form to use. 
It’s only later we see that the stamps weren’t 
adjusted to show the right date and can only 
conclude that there is a certain difference 
between the administrative meticulousness 
of north and south Norway. 

After a somewhat shaky but problem-free 
crossing of the Skagerrak we reach Hanstholm 

in Denmark – a huge commercial fishing harbour completely devoid 
of charm or facilities for pleasure boats, so we moor between two 
smaller trawlers. The next morning, our attempt to pay a harbour 
fee at the distant harbour office fails resoundingly, as does our 
attempt to declare our return to Europe; the harbour office, a  
several-storeyed building, is closed. We come to the conclusion,  
as we did on arrival in Norway, that we’re not so important and 
no-one is interested in us. And we can live comfortably with that! 

 
a short holiday 
As we leave Danish waters, we have one last chapter left on our epic 
voyage – we’re planning a few days holiday on the German North 
and East Frisian Islands. This may sound absurd after three months 
on board, but we feel a little more relaxed now that the most 
challenging parts of our cruise are behind us. 

So we dock in Hörnum at the southern tip of Sylt for a week. 
It’s a vibrant harbour with a tall lighthouse, passenger ferries, 
mussel boats and pleasure craft – and is the only harbour on 
Sylt with enough space for our Marlow Explorer 72E Azura. 

We move on to Wyk on Föhr Island, a tidal harbour that retains 
just enough water in its basin for Azura to stay afloat. This is the 
first time we’re visited the island in our own boat (previously we’ve 
arrived by ferry) and we love it, not just because the weather behaves 

but also because it has a mile of fine sandy 
beach, lots of small shops and restaurants, 
and a rich diary of cultural events. 

Our first attempt to reach the Isle of 
Helgoland fails due to heavy seas, but days 

the author strolls along 
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later we reach Germany’s only offshore island without a hitch. For 
the first time this year, we enjoy warm summer weather as well as 
the unusual charm of the islanders. The biggest surprise is that no 
cycling is allowed on the island, so we stow away our folding bikes 
and join a guided tour through the underground fortifications 
perforating the island’s large red rocks like a Swiss cheese. Even 
the heavy bombardment and blasting by British forces during and 
after World War II couldn’t destroy everything. 

We leave Helgoland with a full tank of cheap diesel, heading 
for Neuharlingersiel behind the East Frisian Islands. This is a very 
demanding cruising ground where the tidal calendar is more 
important than the morning newspaper – most of the harbours can 
only be approached at high water and dry out during ebb tides. We 
cross the underwater bar between Spiekeroog and Langeoog, closely 
following the channel markers. The sands are permanently shifting 
here and we follow the buoyage regardless of what the charts say 
– the sandbanks change faster than the charts can be updated! 

Neuharlingersiel is as an attractive village with a wonderful inner 
harbour full of crab trawlers. During the ebb tide, the harbour dries 
out completely, so we are sitting on the mud twice a day. Azura 
is built to withstand this but if you’ve ever tried to get on board 
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a 72-footer when it’s lying as if set in concrete, you’ll 
understand why we soon look for an alternative. 

The alternative we find is the traditional harbour 
of Hooksiel, about 40 minutes away by car or four 
hours by boat and very close to the new JadeWeserPort. 
It was here I saw the sea for the first time as a child 
and fond memories come back of wonderful family 
holidays in Wilhelmshaven-Voslapp. We spend 14 
days here before joining the Elbe River in the direction 
of Hamburg. The water traffic makes us feel that 
we’re cruising on a highway, and the crowds continue 
through the popular Kiel Canal until we reach the Kiel Fjord.

 
home and dry 
It is just coincidence and not superb planning that we arrive 
in Kiel just as our classical concert subscription starts again for 
the season. From where we are docked in Laboe Harbour we can 
take the Kiel Fjord ferry directly to the Kiel Castle concert hall 
on the other side of the fjord, and the pleasant late summer/early  
autumn weather turns even this short crossing into a small treat. 

All that remains for us is one last leg from Laboe, through the 
Hochwacht Bight and over to Rostock and the Warnow River where 
our winter storage is waiting. To be there on time, we have to leave at 

6am – it’s still completely dark which is 
challenging for us. But we move Azura 
closer to the entrance and refresh our 
knowledge of lighting and signals. 

Next morning, we’re surprised at 
how busy it is – there’s intense traffic 
on the fjord and despite a certain 
amount of tension on board, not 
helped by the honking horn of an 
approaching freight ship, everything 
works out fine. We turn off the main 
waterway in the direction of Fehmarn 
Island and the rising sun begins to 
slowly illuminate the scenery despite 
the clouds. We take a breath and relax, 
enjoying our hot tea and breakfast. 

A radio message from Todendorf Marine startles us 
out of our reverie; from 9am to 6pm, the whole sea 
area around us will be closed for gunnery exercises. 
We do some speedy calculations, increase our speed 
to 11 knots and work out that we’ll leave the 
forbidden zone shortly before 9am. 

As we hurry towards Fehmarn Island, we meet 
three naval ships taking up position, but we have 
nothing to be afraid of – at 8.42am, we cross the 
easterly line of the prohibited sea area, danger 
avoided. We reach Warnemünde at the mouth of the 

Warnow River and our SAB marina in Rostock in the early afternoon. 
We are warmly welcomed – after 140 days at sea and 4,621 nautical 
miles, we are home again. We’ve returned with thousands of photos, 
a thick electronic logbook and our minds full of memories, yet when 
friends ask, “How was it?” we struggle to give the right answer. 

It feels like we’ve returned from a different planet and have been 
intensively living a very different life. The near five months we’ve 
been away can’t be condensed into an easily digestible holiday report. 
In order to really understand how far north we have been, don’t take 
a standard map of Norway. Use a map showing the Arctic Circle with 
the North Pole in the centre. Besides the huge water and ice masses 
of the Northern Polar Sea, you will find very little landmass left 
within the Arctic Circle: northern Russia with Siberia, a stripe of 
north Alaska, a piece of northern Canada, two thirds of Greenland 
– and northern Norway with Spitsbergen and the North Cape. 

We found the Norwegians friendly and relaxed, and knew the 
country would be expensive – now our bank account knows it 
too. The temperatures were below average and the winds above 
average but despite this, we were never in a dangerous situation. 

Our ship has easily welcomed over 30 friends and family 
during our trip, who have not only more than compensated for the 
confiscated alcohol, but have inspired and enriched our life on board. 

We have been on a mini cruise ship where the focus is on living 
and cruising together – the journey is the goal, and having 
successfully mastered such a journey, we are happy and proud. We 
feel very privileged to be able to cruise our beautiful world in such 
luxury and comfort and are already looking forward to next year 
when we will cruise round the British Isles. Watch this space…   
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